TERMS

1. Acceptance of Terms
NYComputerpickup.com is a free computer disposal system. NYComputer Pickup Generates NYC Computer Recycling leads for an independent recycling company. NYComputerpickup.com is only a website for Whitcomb Limited. NYComputerpickup.com makes the best effort they can to recycle every part of a picked up item. By using NYComputerpickup.com you agree to abide by any applicable guidelines and service terms. NYComputerpickup.com has the right, but is not obligated, to strictly enforce the terms of service. Please read the terms of use carefully before using this website. By accessing and using this website in any way, including, without limitation, browsing the website, using any information, using any content, using any services, and/or placing an order for products or services, you agree to and are bound by the terms of use described in the terms of use. If you do not agree to the terms do not use this website, our services in any way. The Terms of Use are entered into by and between NYComputerpickup.com and you. If you are using the website on behalf of your employer, you represent that you are authorized to accept these Terms of Use on your employer’s behalf. Once an item is picked up it is the full legal possession of NYComputerpickup.com. NYComputerpickup.com has the legal right to the property and its content from that point forward. NYComputerpickup.com reserve the right, at NYComputerpickup.com sole discretion, to change, modify, update, add, or remove portions of the Terms of Use at any time without notice. We advise checking periodically for changes. Continued use of the website and services following changes of the terms of use mean you accept the changes.

2. Copyright
All content included on NYComputerpickup.com such as original images, text, logos, icons, animation, graphics and documents is the property of NYComputerpickup.com.

3. Links
There may be links on NYComputerpickup.com or any site run by NYComputerpickup.com that contain links to third party websites that are not in control of NYComputerpickup.com. NYComputerpickup.com are not responsible for the content on the third party websites.

4. Tampering
Users agree not to modify, move, add, delete, or otherwise change any information on any websites controlled by NYComputerpickup.com. User also agrees not to decompile, reverse engineer or, disassemble, copyrighted or trademarked material, trade secrets, or other proprietary information contained in the Site.

5. Service Disclaimer
Your use of the services described therein is at your own risk. Services provided is on an as-is and as available basis. NYComputerpickup.com disclaims all warranties of any kind whether expressed or implied. NYComputerpickup.com make no warranty that all services will be uninterrupted, timely, secure, error-free, meet your requirements, or software will be corrected. Any material obtained through the use of the service is done at your own risk and you will be solely responsible for any damage to your computer system or business. No advice or information, either oral or written, obtained by you from NYComputerpickup.com from our service
6. Governing Law
These terms and conditions shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State Massachusetts, USA

Privacy Policy:
For each visitor to our Web page, our Web server automatically recognizes the consumer’s domain name and e-mail address (where possible).

We collect the domain name and e-mail address (where possible) of visitors to our Web page, aggregate information on what pages consumers access or visit, user-specific information on what pages consumers access or visit.

The information we collect is used to improve the content of our Web page, shared with agents or contractors who assist in providing support for our internal operations.

With respect to cookies: We do not set any cookies.

If you do not want to receive e-mail from us in the future, please let us know by sending us e-mail at the above address.

From time to time, we make the e-mail addresses of those who access our site available to other reputable organizations whose products or services we think you might find interesting. If you do not want us to share your e-mail address with other companies or organizations, please let us know by calling us at the number provided above.

If you supply us with your postal address on-line you will only receive the information for which you provided us your address.

Persons who supply us with their telephone numbers on-line will only receive telephone contact from us with information regarding orders they have placed on-line.

Please provide us with your name and phone number. We will be sure your name is removed from the list we share with other organizations With respect to Ad Servers: We do not partner with or have special relationships with any ad server companies.

Upon request we provide site visitors with access to no information that we have collected and that we maintain about them.

Upon request we offer visitors no ability to have factual inaccuracies corrected in information that we maintain about them.

With respect to security: We have appropriate security measures in place in our physical facilities to protect against the loss, misuse or alteration of information that we have collected from you at our site.

If you feel that this site is not following its stated information policy, you may contact us at the above addresses or phone number.